
11.  How often is the word for angel used in the O.T. and the N.T.?

12.  What kind of form do angels take on in Genesis 19?

13.  What is one of the most informing verses concerning angels?

14.  From Psalm 103:20 we are told at least what four characteristics of

angels:

a.  Angels ___________________ the Lord 

b.  Angels are exceedingly _________________________

c.  Angels are ______________________ to God’s commands

d.  Angels are eager to listen to _________ __________________

15.  What seems to be the primary function of Seraphim?

16.  The O.T. presents angels as genuine, personal beings who serve as

what?

17.  Do all four gospel accounts verify the existence and activity of

angels?

18.  Who told Matthew about the account recorded in Matthew 4:1-11?

19.  What religious group in Israel didn’t believe in any kind of

resurrection or the spirit world?

20.  Jesus placed the doctrine of angels on the same plane as what

doctrine?

21.  In Acts 2 angels played a key role in what event?

22.  In Acts 5 and 10, an angel intervenes to enable the apostles to do

what?

23.  What is one category of angels found in I Timothy 5:21?

24.  What is the second category of angels found in 2 Peter 2:4?

25.  How many references are there to spirit beings in the book of

Revelation?

26.  What book has more references to angels than any other book in the

Bible?

27.  Angels will play an important part in what event?

28.  In Revelation 16, we have 7 angels who do what?

29.  What ought to be our perspective towards the study of angels?

Why?

  



(A cassette tape of this sermon is available.  Order forms are located

in the foyer of the church in the middle entrance)

THE REALITY OF THE SPIRIT WORLD

Selected Scriptures

(Series #1)

  The following are questions designed to facilitate greater learning and

deeper understanding of spiritual truths presented in the sermon: “The

Reality of The Spirit World”.  All of the questions are answered as the

sermon is presented.  We hope that it will be a catalyst to spiritual

growth in your life.

1.  We have been bombarded with what?

2.  The word astrology means what?

3.  Why did God kill Saul?

4.  Spiritists teach that Jesus was a what?

5.  What country has become the center for psychic surgery?

6.  What church worships Satan as the god of this age and says that

Christ is the reconciler of God and Satan?

7.  Israeli psychic, Uri Geller, confessed that who directs his work?

8.  Why do we tend to ignore the existence of the spirit world?

9.  According to Paul in 2 Corinthians 2:11, we are not ignorant of what?

10.  In how many of the 66 books of the Bible are there references to

angels?  

**To help protect the quality of recording the sermon, we ask that

you quietly turn to the inside of this study guide.  Thank you!  We

appreciate your help.
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